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Electrical Systems and Grounding
This is what we are going to cover
(It’s good to get it all on one slide.)

Cable Group A

Periscope – ioLaser Rack On Periscope ioLaser Rack

Motion Control: 

Motor 1 power/control cable Motor 1 in periscope rotary stage Motor driver box (MDB

Motor 2 power/control cable Motor 2 in periscope linear actuator Motor driver box (MDB)

Motor 3 power/control cable Motor 3 in periscope bellows retraction system Motor driver box (MDB

Encoder 1 supply/readout cable Encoder 1 in periscope rotary stage Encoder interface box  (EIB)
Encoder 2 supply/readout cable Encoder 2 in periscope linear actuator Encoder interface box  (EIB)
Encoder 3 supply/readout cable Encoder 3 in periscope bellows retraction system Encoder interface box  (EIB)
Camera:
Illuminator – LVDC voltage controller Periscope illuminator LVDC supply

USB 3.0 active extension cable Periscope camera server in laser rack

Power cable for camera, 2 conductor Periscope camera 12V 3A power supply

Photodiode/photomultiplier:

DC high voltage PMT base HVDC supply

Anode signal PMT anode pulse processing module

Inclinometer RS-485 readout cable:

(assuming 1 interface per 4 periscopes) Inclinometer USB-to-RS485 interface 

A special acknowledgement to Teresa Shaw, Linda Bagby, Steve Chappa, and Arnab Ghosh of FNAL for their help and advice.  
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Cables running through time-changing magnetic fields (with the consequent 
induced emfs) present many problems that require creative solutions. 



Electrical Interconnection Summary for Ionization Laser system (top-of-the-TPC)

VS   2020 07 24,   v0.3

Cable Group A

Periscope – ioLaser Rack On Periscope ioLaser Rack

Motion Control: 

Motor 1 power/control cable Motor 1 in periscope rotary stage Motor driver box (MDB

Motor 2 power/control cable Motor 2 in periscope linear actuator Motor driver box (MDB)

Motor 3 power/control cable Motor 3 in periscope bellows retraction system Motor driver box (MDB

Encoder 1 supply/readout cable Encoder 1 in periscope rotary stage Encoder interface box  (EIB)

Encoder 2 supply/readout cable Encoder 2 in periscope linear actuator Encoder interface box  (EIB)

Encoder 3 supply/readout cable Encoder 3 in periscope bellows retraction system Encoder interface box  (EIB)

Camera:

Illuminator – LVDC voltage controller Periscope illuminator LVDC supply

USB 3.0 active extension cable Periscope camera server in laser rack

Power cable for camera, 2 conductor Periscope camera 12V 3A power supply

Photodiode/photomultiplier:

DC high voltage PMT base HVDC supply

Anode signal PMT anode pulse processing module

Inclinometer RS-485 readout cable:

(assuming 1 interface per 4 periscopes) Inclinometer USB-to-RS485 interface 

Cable Group B
Laser Optical Table Box – ioLaser Rack Laser Box ioLaser Rack
Altechna Attenuator Watt-Pilot:
Attenuator power cable Attenuator LV chassis
Attenuator control/readout cable Attenuator LIC box    
Motorized iris:
Iris control/readout cable Iris LIC box 
Monitor photodiode
Photodiode power cable Photodiode LV chassis in laser rack
Photodiode control/readout cable     Photodiode LIC box     
Alignment laser:
Green-laser power cable     Alignment laser LV chassis
Motorized mounts:

Power/control cable Motorized mounts LIC box

Cable Group C

Laser Optical Table Box – PCU Laser Box Power/Cooling Unit

Laser Head:

HV head plug cable Laser head PCU, hardwired, vendor supplied cable

Cooling/control umbilical Laser head Cooling lines & control cables

Cable Group D
PCU - ioLaser Electronics Rack Power/Cooling Unit ioLaser Rack
AC Pwr 208VAC 1-Phase, 10A 3-wire 12AWG or equivalent approved 208VAC 1-phase receptacle
Laser Ground connection Under discussion, TBD Under discussion, TBD
Interface control signals multiwire control cable (TBD) LIC

Abbreviations used
PCU = Power/Cooling Unit
MDB = Motor Drive Box
EIB = Encoder Interface Box
LIC = Laser Instrumentation Control box
LILV = Laser Instrumentation Low Voltage chassis
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ioLaser Station, PCU on bottom, Laser Box on top ioLaser Station connecting (optically) to a periscope
(Illustration is shown on the ProtoDUNE-II Cryostat)

Note: Umbilical Cable is 
limited to 7m in length

PCU

Laser Box

Laser Head

Laser Electronics Rack not shown

Note: Distance from Laser Box to Periscope can be from 1m to 10m-20m.
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ioLaser System AC Power and Grounding and Shielding Plan 5



ioLaser Periscope
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Connections to 
Stepper Motors & Encoders:
Shielded Twisted Pair

Connections to 
Camera and Photodiode:
USB & Coaxial Cable



ioLaser “Laser Box”
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Umbilical Cable Connectors Dichroic Mirror
Separates beams by wavelength

Output
Aperture

Umbilical Cable Penetrations

All Joints are EMI tight
Closed Box is a 
Faraday Cage



Surelite Laser “PCU”
Power and Cooling Unit
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Maintenance Schedule

AC Power: 208 VAC 1- 10A



ioLaser Electronics Rack
(modeled on MicroBooNE’s design)
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ioLaser System AC Power and Grounding and Shielding Plan 10



Discussion points for grounding and shielding for the ioLasers and periscopes in the DUNE calibration system

• Review noise sources, inductive fields, penetration, etc. Review ground and power systems used in uBooNE: 2 grounds (system 

and detector) bounded together at a single point and monitored across an inductor.

• Surelite laser’s flashlamp pulse power: Note Continum Laser report on EMC testing gives confidence that the laser power 

supply box, laser head enclosure, and connecting cable can be configured to control EMI (e.g., a CM choke to reduce radiating

currents, cable shielding if necessary).

• Rack layout and filtering of power. Power distribution, noise sources.

• Laser platform in DUNE: locations on cryostat, electrical & communication cabling, optical isolation. Identify alternative 

locations and use optical transfer lines.

• RFI emissions, noise induction (capacitive and inductive), cable noise (source and pickup), RF excitations inside the cryostat.

• Mitigation: Isolation flange, RFI absorbing material, light blocking material, screens, access ground loops in terms of the source 

of noise: “magnetic” or “electric” coupling. 11



Discussion points for grounding and shielding for the ioLasers and periscopes in the DUNE calibration system, continued

• the problem of determining how to best “ground” something depends upon the environment, the frequency of the noise producing signal, and 
the nature of the signal (i.e., electrical or magnetically inductive).

• We are currently pursuing a proposal to the MicroBooNE experiment to evaluate the effects of facility ground and detector ground. The plan is 
to switch the MicroBooNE ioLaser system grounding from building to detector this year and then record cosmic ray and laser data to understand 
noise effects. We expect to perform similar tests in protoDUNE-II next year.

• Ideally, all laser system components, located on the detector, should be connected to the detector ground through a single “star point” 
grounding connection. 

• The components of the ioLaser system will be isolated electrically from the detector envelop and connected to the detector ground 
through a single, controlled cable or bonding path. 

• The periscope has an insulating isolation ring located at the detector mounting flange. Arrangements will be made to allow this ring-
flange assembly to be “shorted” or “opened”, as determined by operating conditions. 

• Test of the electrical noise environment will be made on the protoDUNE-II detector. 

• The grounding configuration for the ioLaser for the DUNE far detector will be determined from information gained in the protoDUNE-II tests. 
Similar tests will be made to determine how to best connect to data processing equipment and related instruments to mitigate noise.

• Careful attention will be paid to the grounding and shielding guidelines and requirements described in 
https://edms.cern.ch/document/2095958 and https://edms.cern.ch/document/2095975.
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In the DUNE far-site cavern and in the protoDUNE-II detector laser system, all ground connections to the 
periscope head, the laser box, the laser power supply, and the electronics rack are connected to the detector 
ground. There are no direct ground connections to the facility ground structure within this laser system. The 
detector ground is connected through a saturable inductor to the facility ground at a single point. 



Supplemental Material
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Amplitude/Continum Laser “Surelite I-10” 14
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Attenuator Operation

ioLaser Optical Bench
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